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Welcome to the Young People’s Concerts !

LEVEL UP —
BEETHOVEN,
ANDREW NORMAN,
AND VIDEO GAMES

T H E

How is writing a symphony like playing a video game?
In both you get to create your own story! Find out where
composers find inspiration, hear how melodies transform,
and travel to new sound worlds.

P R O G R A M

BEETHOVEN
Allegro con brio, from Symphony No. 5
Very Young Composer Kyler SIMON
The Great Adventure (World Premiere)
Andrew NORMAN
Level I, from Play

Edwin Outwater conductor
Nadia Sirota host / curator
The Marie-Josée Kravis Creative Partner
Andrew Norman speaker
Kyler Simon speaker
Steven Mertens animator
Habib Azar director

LEVEL 2:

LEVEL 1:

Pick Your Avatar

GO
GO

Ludwig van Beethoven
Born: 1770 in Bonn, Germany
Died: 1827 in Vienna, Austria
You might know him as one of the greatest composers in all of history, but once upon a time he was a kid who cried
over going to his music lessons with a very strict teacher. He harnessed life’s challenges and turned them into musical
powers, and developed into a musical revolutionary who broke the rules set forth by his Classical-era predecessors,
such as Haydn and Mozart. By stretching the limits of what music could do, he is credited with ushering in the Romantic era of Western classical music in the early 1800s. A life filled with dramatic circumstances — including enduring
the Napoleonic wars, unrequited love, and an array of maladies, including increasing deafness — only made
Beethoven’s voice more powerful. He died during a dramatic thunderstorm, and a friend who was present even claims
there was a clap of thunder
at the moment of Beethoven’s death. His funeral procession included an estimated 20,000 people.

Kyler Simon
Born: 2006 in Midtown East, New York
Based in: Manhattan, New York
A young composer, pianist, clarinetist, singer, and future astrophysicist, Simon dreams of becoming known as one of the world’s greatest musical scientists. A seventh-grade student at Manhattan’s
Robert F. Wagner Middle School, he composed his first piece, Space Adventure, in fifth grade, and
his War and Peace was premiered at a 2018 VYC Showcase at YPC Overtures. His father — a jazz
musician — is his biggest musical inspiration, but he’s also fascinated by music by Leopold Mozart, J.S. Bach,
Beethoven, and Russian composers including Tchaikovsky. Simon also loves collecting and building complicated
LEGO structures in less than a day, swimming, and reading about his favorite subject: astrophysics.

Develop Your Idea
When people get an initial idea, whatever it may be,
the next step is to develop it — to work out its possibilities. Scientists do it. Writers do it. Filmmakers do it.
Video gamers do it. And, of course, so do composers.
How does a composer turn a musical idea into an
entire piece of music? In musical terms, this is often
accomplished through a process called “development.”
A composer often will take an initial theme or motive,
and then work out ideas on it over time through a series
of rhythmic and harmonic changes.
In the Allegro con brio of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, the famous four-note motive (a recurring
phrase) is like a seed he plants at the beginning of
the piece. He then nurtures and develops it, and it
grows into something that bears exquisite musical fruit.
The way Beethoven experimented with and grew that
handful of notes pushed the boundaries of what his
predecessors had done, and that development —
the motive’s transformation — is the heart of

Born: 1979 in Grand Rapids, Michigan
Based in: Los Angeles, California
Repeated viewings of Star Wars as a child — hearing John Williams’s thrilling soundtrack —
first made Norman fascinated with the idea of composing. Maybe that’s one of the reasons he’s
particularly interested in storytelling through music, and when he’s composing music for orchestra,
he likes to think about the way we watch movies and YouTube videos or play video games. His work has been performed by leading ensembles worldwide and he is the recipient of numerous awards and grants, and was named Musical America’s 2017 Composer of the Year. He teaches at the USC Thornton School of Music and directs the Los
Angeles Philharmonic’s Composer Fellowship Program for high school composers.

GO
GO

the Allegro con brio. Beethoven’s narrative structure
is a like a garden labyrinth with lots of unexpected
turns and dead ends.
In Play, Andrew Norman, takes an idea and
reconstitutes and transforms it in many energetic
and complex ways. He even asks the players to use
extended techniques (non-traditional playing), like
asking each viola to play in the style of what he calls
“heavy bow pressure with light fingered tremolo,” to
make it sound like an electric guitar. This changes the
instrument’s timbre — yet another way a composer
can develop the sound of something. Norman, of
course, has a very modern cache of ideas, inspired
by “how technology has rewired our brains and
changed the ways we express ourselves.” He wants
you to join him on the adventure; in one interview,
he said, “I want you, the audience, to see and hear
everything I’m doing. I want the music to
wear its structure on the surface.”

Complete Your Piece!
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67
Composed: 1804–08
Beethoven’s Fifth is one of his best-loved works. He began sketching his ideas for it in 1804, and continued
writing it over a stretch of time when he was beginning to face some particular challenges. Among other
things, he had begun gradually losing his hearing in 1802 (a devastating prospect for a composer), and at
the time Vienna was occupied by Napoleon’s troops, creating so much tension that violence would erupt
mere months after this symphony’s premiere. In his Fifth Symphony, Beethoven works out
a set of strict musical challenges, beginning with the first movement (the Allegro con brio
we’re hearing today), which opens with what are probably the most famous four notes in
musical history.

Kyler Simon’s The Great Adventure
Composed: 2019
Kyler’s experience watching movies inspired The Great Adventure. A programmatic work
(one that tells a story through music), the piece is about a boy who goes to the subway,
like he does every other day. But this time he sees a man in a brown overcoat and sunglasses, and when the man looks up, the boy sees a vision of himself fighting an unknown enemy.
Suddenly, the man drags the boy into a portal (the wall he was leaning on) and is transported into
another world. What does the future hold?

REPETITION

TIMBRE

Andrew Norman

LEVEL 3:

The quality and
resonance of a
sound or tone

The act of stating,
performing, or
experiencing something over and over
again

T R A N S F O R M AT I O N

The act of changing
or converting the
composition or
structure of one
thing into another

Andrew Norman’s Play
Composed: 2013, rev. 2016
Winner of the 2017 Grawemeyer Award
In three movements, titled Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3, Play exists in “a crazy, topsy-turvy world where the
percussionists discover that their instruments have all sorts of powers over the rest of the orchestra,”
Norman writes. “They have the power to turn other players on and off, to make them play forward or backward, louder or softer, faster or slower, to trade them out one for another or make them rewind and retry
ideas again and again until they are gotten right.” Level 1, which the Orchestra plays today, introduces the
basic musical themes, as well as triggered directions (like “fast forward,” “rewind,” “freeze,” and “try
again”) — “controls” played by the percussionists to lead everyone through the game.
Major support for Very Young Composers is provided by Susan and Elihu Rose.

Express. Repeat. Transform!
In the concert you’ll hear how composers, like Beethoven, take a musical idea (as short as
four notes), repeat the idea, and then craftily morph it into something diﬀerent. Get ready to
follow these musical developments by sharpening your observation and recognition skills.

Ted Dawson

Several spots in the illustration at the bottom have been transformed from the original.
Can you find them?

About the Artists
Edwin Outwater • conductor • Santa Monica, California, native • studied at Harvard and
University of California, Santa Barbara • music director laureate of the Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony • director of San Francisco Symphony Summer Concerts (2014–17) • recent projects
include Sound Health — a collaboration with soprano Renée Fleming, The Kennedy Center, and
National Institutes of Health — and a jazz version of Musorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition
with Wynton Marsalis, Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra, and Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Nadia Sirota • New York Philharmonic Marie-Josée Kravis Creative Partner • 2015 Peabody
Award for her podcast Meet the Composer • host of podcast and concert series Living Music
with Nadia Sirota • has appeared with ensembles around the world • four solo albums of
commissioned music: first things first, Baroque, Keep In Touch, and Tessellatum • member of
yMusic and Bedroom Community collective • played for projects by artists including The
National, David Bowie, and Björk

Steven Mertens • director and animator • based in Los Angeles, California • directed music
videos for Regina Spektor, Cedric Gervais, The Chainsmokers, Dan Auerbach, Lil Peep,
Nickel Creek, Louis the Child / K Flay, and Deca • toured as a bassist with The Moldy Peaches,
Adam Green, and Here We Go Magic, among others

Habib Azar • director • six-time Emmy winner • stage credits include Du Yun’s Angel’s Bone
with International Contemporary Ensemble (Pulitzer Prize for Music) • ﬁrst feature ﬁlm, Armless,
was an oﬃcial selection at Sundance • has directed more than 500 hours of network TV broadcasts
• live multi-camera performing arts events broadcasts include the recent Marnie for The Met: Live in
HD cinemacast • Philharmonic projects include Facebook Live and Live From Lincoln Center
programs • producer and director for PBS’s The All-Star Orchestra

WHAT’S COMING UP?
Music Across Borders:

“Coming to New York — Immigrant Voices”
New York has long been home to wave after wave of immigrants who bring their distinctive
cultures: languages, recipes, holidays, customs, and, of course, songs. Hear music reﬂecting
the immigrant experience, with all of its challenges and triumphs, and explore how an orchestra
made up of so many diﬀerent instruments can work together to create a united, inspiring,
and thrilling sound!
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Support for Young People’s Concerts is provided by The Theodore H. Barth Foundation and
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